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THE DISABILITY SECTOR
The Disability Sector in NSW consists of small, medium and large employers providing
services. The bulk of services are provided by non-profit organisations, largely funded
by government (state or federal depending on the service type) and business and/or
community charity donations.
Services can include accommodation support (mainly in group homes), in home
support, respite services, social participation and community access, employment
services and disability enterprises offering supported employment for people with
physical and intellectual disabilities. Disability enterprises may range from printing,
packaging, sorting recycled waste, document destruction, landscaping, woodwork
and a range of other activities.
It is anticipated that there will be a large increase in staffing over the coming years with
major changes to the sector through the roll out of the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) and outsourcing of services previously provided through government
organisations.
As with most other organisations, these service providers are required to have Workers
Compensation coverage for their workforces. The cost of the Workers Compensation
Premiums can have a large impact on the overheads paid by a Disability Service
Provider and draw funds away from those that would otherwise be spent on
supporting individuals. This booklet is designed to make suggestions on how to
reduce the cost of Workers Compensation Premiums.
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DISABILITY SAFE PROJECT
The Disability Safe Project commenced in 2007 in response to concerns regarding
high injury rates and consequent workers compensation cost.The aim of the project
has been to develop resources and services to addresss both areas.
Disability Safe has been funded by ADHC and the Industry Development as well as
grants from Work Cover NSW. A Shared RTW co-ordinatir service, RTW and Injury
management training has addressed workers compensation cost. Extensive project
activities around high risk areas have been undertaken. Recent advice from icare
NSW has indicated a 20% reduction in workers compensation claims and workers
compensation premium costs despite an increase in staff numbers.
The aim of this booklet is to provide a resource for managers in the disability sector to
ensure that this downward trend continues. Much of the advice is based on actions
taken by organisations in the disability sector who have achieved a good record of
injury reduction. NDS thanks them for sharing their knowledge with the sector.
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WHEN ARE WORKERS COMPENSATION
PREMIUMS REQUIRED
By law, all employers are required to have Workers Compensation coverage if:
• They are paying more than $7,500 in wages or
• They are employing apprentices or trainees
• They are a member of a group for workers compensation purposes
Workers Compensation policies cover employees that are employed on the following basis:
• Full time
• Part time

• Casual
• Contract

Even if you are exempt, you’ll still have Work, Health and Safety (WHS) obligations to
ensure a safe workplace as well as obligations to notify icare NSW—formerly known
as WorkCover) of work-related injuries in the workplace on 13 10 50.

HOW ARE WORKERS COMPENSATION PREMIUMS CALCULATED
Understanding how your Workers Compensation premium is calculated will help you to
see how you can make savings:

BASIC TARIFF PREMIUM
Basic Tariff Premium (BTP) or Average Performance Premium (APP)

WIC Rate (%)

Declared Wages ($)

Basic Taffic Premium ($)

EMPOLOYER CLASSIFICATION

BASIC TARIFF PREMIUM

Small

$30,000 or less (BTP)

Medium to large
(experience rated employer)

More than $30,000 (APP)

WorkCover Industry Classification (WIC) Codes
WIC Codes are allocated by icare NSW to an employer’s predominant business activity
for the purpose of calculating their Workers Compensation Premium. For example, a
service provider that runs a non-residential care service such as day care programs will
have a different WIC code to one that runs an Australian Disability Enterprise (supported
employment service). Some employers will conduct more than one independent
business activity and may have a different rate for each of these businesses. A risk rate
is determined for each WIC code based on five years’ claims and wages data for the
industry classification and may be varied by icare NSW from time to time.
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EMPLOYER CLASSIFICATION
SMALL EMPLOYER
You will be classified as a Small Employer if your Basic Tariff Premium is $30,000 or less. If this
is the case, your premium will not be impacted by the direct cost of claims. This provides your
business with greater premium stability. However, incentives based on good RTW outcomes
exist.

EXPERIENCE RATED EMPLOYER
Experience-rated employers have a Basic Tariff Premium (Average Performance Premium)
greater than $30,000. This means that their premium may be impacted by the cost of injured
worker claims. However there are incentives (as listed below) to reward good WHS and RTW
protocols.

Basic Tariff Premium =
WIC Rate
x Declared Wages

Claims Performance Adjustment is based on:
• Cost of claims for the last 3 years
• Base Tariff Premium for the past 3 years
• Return to Work Incentive (if applicable)
• Average performance of the workers
compensation scheme in NSW

PREMIUM =(BTPxCPA) - ESI - ESR - PD + Q + D + M - A
Empolyer
Safety
Incentive

Empolyer
Safety
Reward

Performance
Discount

Dust, Mining,
Apprenticeship
adjustments

CLAIMS COSTS
Since July 2015, Claims Costs (as used in Claims Performance Adjustment) are made up of the
following:
• Weekly compensation payments paid by the insurer when a worker is unfit or partially
unfit for work or suitable duties are not available including the first week (make up benefits)
• Provisional weekly compensation payments
• Payments for permanent impairment
• Death benefits (payments to dependants)
• Weekly payments to the dependants of deceased workers
• Commutation payments in settlement of a claim
• Common law damages payments
Amounts recovered when another party is liable (recoveries) are calculated as a percentage of the
total claim costs and deducted from the cost of the claim.
All other costs such as medical costs, treatment costs, cost of rehabilitation consultants, legal
costs etc are all paid by the insurer but do not impact on your premium.
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HOW CAN I REDUCE MY
PREMIUM CALCULATION
UNDERSTANDING THE COSTS OF POOR
PERFORMANCE - UPFRONT AND HIDDEN
High workers compensation costs from
preventable injuries impact a company’s bottom
line, and are a compelling reason to do something
different. These losses come in the form of high
premiums, lost productivity time and also affect
the morale and engagement of the workforce.
These costs are controllable, if they are given
the same attention given to managing other
business overheads such as wages. The premium
calculation now has a number of ways to reduce
premium costs by reducing the number of injuries
and also reducing time lost if an injury occurs.

EMPLOYER SAFETY INCENTIVE (ESI)
Small employers receive a premium reduction
of 10 per cent of their Basic Tariff Premium at
the beginning of each policy period to provide
funds to assist with making a workplace safe
or improving WHS education etc. If all injured workers are returned to suitable duties
within four weeks of the date of injury with no ongoing requirement for payment of weekly
compensation, the employer will be entitled to retain the 10 per cent discount when their
hindsight premium is calculated.
Experience-rated employers receive the 10 per cent of Basic Tariff Premium Employer
Safety Incentive at the beginning of the policy period to invest in improving workplace
safety. Experience-rated employers do not lose the incentive if they have a claim.

RETURN TO WORK INCENTIVE
Small employers will receive a 10 per cent of their Basic Tariff Premium Return to Work
Incentive (RTWI) premium discount instead of the ESI, if all injured workers return to
suitable duties with no ongoing requirement for payment of weekly compensation,
between 4-13 weeks from the date of injury.
Experience rated employers will receive a discount on the cost of each individual claim used to
calculate the employer’s premium depending on whether the injured worker is returned to
full or suitable duties within 13 weeks and sustained for 3 months (15 per cent discount), the
worker is returned to full or suitable duties within 13-26 weeks and sustained for 3 months
(10 per cent discount) or if the injured worker is returned to full or suitable duties within 2652 weeks and sustained for 3 months (5 per cent discount).
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EMPLOYER SAFETY REWARD (ESR)
An Employer Safety Reward discount of 5 per cent will be applied at the end of
the insurance period for experience-rated (medium to large) employers who have
not incurred any premium-impacting claims in the previous four consecutive years
(including the period of insurance).

CLAIM EXCESS
If one of your workers suffers a workplace injury, you can avoid paying a claims excess
by notifying your insurer within five calendar days of becoming aware of the injury.

APPRENTICE INCENTIVE SCHEME
If you employ an apprentice you’re entitled to a premium reduction based on the
wages paid to your apprentice.

EARLY PAYMENT DISCOUNTS (12 MONTH POLICIES)
All employers are entitled to a discount for making full payment of their total premium
for the policy period before the due date. For small employers the discount is 5 per
cent and experience-rated employers receive a 3 per cent discount.
Note: discounts and incentives may change over time and employers should contact
their insurer or go to www.icare.nsw.gov.au for further information.

TRANSITIONAL CAPPING
When the calculation for determining workers compensation premiums was adjusted
in 2015, employers that had a premium percentage rate increase in excess of 30 per
cent were encouraged to contact their insurer to seek icare NSW’s approval to have
their premium increase capped at 30 per cent. icare NSW has advised that similar
arrangements will be in place for the 2016 policy period. Discuss this with your
workers compensation insurer to minimise any premium increase.

LABOUR HIRE
Claims costs for an injured labour hire worker do not contribute to the cost of your
workers compensation premiums. If a labour hire worker is injured while working for
a host employer (you), the injured worker will have their recovery needs addressed by
the Labour Hire company’s insurer.
Host employers can keep premium costs down by using labour hire staff as an
alternative to full time staff. Issues such as the overall cost of the hire, quality of staff,
experience of staff etc need to be weighed up against the Workers Compensation
premium savings.
However for WHS purposes, a host employer’s WHS duty of care for labour hire staff
remains the same as with employed staff. Although they do not generally contribute
directly to your premium, labour hire injuries can indirectly impact the cost of your
premiums through driving up industry rates, which are calculated into your premiums
and also result in WHS penalties. It is also possible that you could be joined in a legal
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action if you are deemed responsible or partially responsible for the injury through
negligence. Caution should be exercised, as the risks of relying largely on labour hire,
which include cost, experience and quality of staff, can often far outweigh the initial
benefits of paying less premium or associated injury costs.

VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers are not paid employees and are not considered to be ‘workers’ under
the Legislation and you do not need to cover them on your workers compensation
insurance policy.
Your organisation’s workers compensation policy is also not affected if the volunteer
is injured within the workplace but there is a moral obligation to support a volunteer to
recover and it is suggested that organisations obtain volunteer insurance to support
injured volunteers, but this is not a requirement under the legislation.
However employers must still maintain a safe working environment and have the same
WHS duty of care as for employed staff. Neglecting to apply the same duty of care
to volunteers can not only result in potential exposure to litigation as well as affecting
both staff and community moral.

WIC CODES
You should ensure that you have provided your insurer with a full description of your
business activity/ies to enable the correct classification of your business/es.
Where you have separate distinct businesses ensure that the WIC classification
applied correctly reflects the business nature and risk level. See Appendix A.

GROUPING
When businesses are related and have combined wages exceeding $750,000, they
must register for grouping with icare NSW. This means that premiums are renewed
at the same time and the businesses are insured through the same insurer. It will also
mean that the combined basic tariff premium of the group will be used to determine
the employer size to obtain the claims performance adjustment rate for each group
member. A focus on prevention and good injury management is essential in such
cases as even moderate claims costs can negatively impact a premium for a grouped
employer.

INJURY REDUCTION
The most cost effective way to reduce your workers compensation premium costs is
to reduce the number of injuries which occur. This will be the focus of our next section.
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WORK RELATED INJURY
WHAT ARE THE MAIN CAUSES OF WORK RELATED INJURY IN THE DISABILITY SECTOR?
See Appendix B
• Manual Handling
• Slips/trips/falls
• Workplace violence
• Furniture and equipment
• Vehicles
• Psychological

HOW CAN I REDUCE THE NUMBER OF WORK RELATED INJURIES?
Following are some steps suggested by members that managers should take to
ensure their people go home from work the way they arrive-safely!
1. Make sure you and others in your organisation have an up to date knowledge of
health and safety matters. This means keeping up to date with WHS laws and
building your knowledge of work health and safety through training, information
sessions, online sources and staying in touch with industry specific associations
that can share best practice solutions. See resources under www.idfnsw.org.au/
whs. See Appendix C.
2. Have a comprehensive understanding of the jobs and tasks being carried out
by the business and the hazards and risks associated with these. Talk with your
workers about safety regularly and ensure everyone understands how to either
eliminate or manage these risks and that they are regularly reviewed.
3. Ensure your business has enough of the right resources to eliminate or manage
health and safety risks from the work being done. This means having the right
training, right tools and equipment to do the job safely.
4. Ensure your business has steps in place to manage information regarding
incidents, hazards and risks. Developing a culture that supports early reporting and
response to unsafe practices, near misses or incidents ensures managing safety is
a priority for everyone.
5. Ensure you have and test regularly, systems and procedures for complying with
your obligations under the WHS Act. This means having processes in place for
your workers to follow to maintain good safety practices and auditing or checking
these processes to ensure they remain effective. Visiting your workplaces regularly
and making sure workers have the right information and processes to work safely
will help.
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“In the 2015-2016 financial year 14%
of workplace incidents were due to
manual handling tasks, down from 50%
in the previous year.”
-Paula Spencer
(Risk and Compliance Manager)
‘Sunnyfield’
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‘Sunnyfield’ have focused on developing a positive safety culture
through consultation, targeted training, ensuring safety is a standard
item on team meeting agendas and regular reporting to the board
and senior leadership team. They encourage staff training; send out
monthly safety newsletters and have developed safety computer
screensavers and factsheets.
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‘Sunnyfield’ have benefited from the introduction of reporting and
recording online systems and databases finding that they can get to
the root cause of the incident eliminating the chance of reoccurance
as it is a call to take action.
‘Life without Barriers’ are currently updating their systems with
the support of the CEO and local managers and utilise incident
investigation to drive changes.
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“Technology provides access to
our safety systems”
-Tim Swire
(HSE and Training Officer)
‘Life without Barriers’
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In particular you should look at:

THE PEOPLE
• Recruitment
- Do you have the right person for the job? Do you have enough people to do the
job? Disability support roles can be physically and emotionally demanding, and
recruited staff need to be able to meet these demands.
Provide detailed job descriptions so that the person you’re recruiting understands
the role they applied for. Task analysis of the roles in your organisation can assist
with identifying the specific physical and behavioural requirements as well as the
inherent risks in the job.Starting point may be the job dictionary located at Job
Dictionary on http://idfnsw.org.au/
Many organisations in the disability sector are also making greater use of preemployment functional assessments to determine whether a potential worker has
the physical capacity to perform the tasks required.
You should note the difference between a pre-employment medical assessment
(designed to assess whether you have any medical conditions at the time of
employment and often conducted by a doctor) and a pre-employment functional
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assessment (designed to assess a person’s functional ability and how their functional
ability matches the requirements of a job—this can be conducted by an exercise
physiologist, occupational therapist or physiotherapist). The functional assessment
can provide more information about a person’s capability to perform a role.
- Reference check potential employees.
• Probation
- Make full use of a probation period with a worker—it is important that you
fully test that with appropriate training a new worker has the capacity to uphold
the physical and psychological requirements of the job. Otherwise, there is an
increased risk of injury or the potential to expose others to risk of injury through
unsafe work practices.
• Training
- Workers should receive introductory and ongoing training in key high risk areas
such as manual handling, medication management, positive behaviour support,
assault prevention, infection control, food safety and training specific to client
needs e.g. seizure management, behaviour support plan, manual handling plan. A
training needs analysis of all the roles in your organisation will ensure employees
are regularly trained in all areas required to safely perform the role. Implement
regular reviews of staff competency to ensure that training is retained.
• Job descriptions and performance appraisals
- WHS responsibilities should be incorporated into job descriptions at all levels of
an organisation to avoid WHS being perceived as “the next person’s responsibility.”
Employers and employees alike should feel ownership of WHS at every level
of an organisation. This should be addressed in performance appraisals and
incorporated into Key Performance Indicators to enhance accountability.

WORKPLACE AND JOB DESIGN
All workplaces have risks. Risk is the possibility that harm might occur when exposed to a
hazard. Engage your employees to identify which work activities or hazards may present
a risk. When you know where the risks are, you must do whatever you can to eliminate or
minimise those risks. This is called risk management and it’s about finding out:
• what hazards exist in the workplace?
• how serious are the hazards?
• what can be done to control these hazards?
Hazards can be identified through:
• workplace inspections
• incident reporting
• register of injuries
• consultation with employees
• feedback from employees
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The risk management process involves four steps:
1. Identify hazards - identify what could cause harm.
2. Assess risks - understand the nature of the harm that could be caused by the
hazard, how serious the harm could be and the likelihood of it actually happening.
3. Control risks - implement the most effective control measure that is reasonably
practicable in the circumstances.
4. Review control measures - to ensure they are working as planned.
Document the process and make sure everyone in the workplace knows how to
manage the risks. Introducing regular reviews of risks with your people will help
everyone stay focused on working safely.
• Equipment
- Does the organisation make use of the correct equipment?
What hazardous tasks could be eliminated by introducing equipment to reduce the
risk? Investment in the right equipment can be far less costly than the cost of a
claim.
- Has the equipment been purchased taking into consideration that it meets
appropriate regulations and design standards where applicable?
- Has the equipment been installed or assembled to the manufacturer’s
instructions?
- Is the equipment regularly maintained to avoid break down and injuries?
- Are there processes to address faulty equipment owned by your customers and
how your workers can be kept safe such as having alternate equipment for them
to use or ceasing or reducing service delivered until the equipment is repaired/
replaced? Have you included this in service agreements?
- Have the people who are using the equipment been trained in the correct use
and continue to receive refresher training to ensure safe and correct use of the
equipment is maintained ?
-Typical equipment and maintenance schedules. Appendix D
• Policies and Procedures
- Does your organisation constantly review the policies and procedures to ensure
that they are current and relevant? In addition to this, review different policies and
procedures regularly with staff to ensure that they understand them. Make sure
training is provided where required. See Appendix E for details of systems which
should be in place.
• Risk Assessments and Safe Outing Plans
- Ensure that these are conducted by workers for all activities and outing locations
before they take place so that risks can be minimised. Make them readily accessible
and able to be updated where there is a change. This requirement needs to be
included in any service agreements with customers to ensure they occur.
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• WHS Management System
- Develop a user-friendly online WHS management system with associated forms
and other relevant content. It is important that the system is one that all staff know
how and when to access and is easy to use.
• Safe work procedures
- Develop safe work procedures for high risk activities in conjunction with workers
and train all workers in how to undertake these procedures on a regular basis.
Regularly review these procedures with your staff to maintain currency amd ensure
competency assessments for high risk procedures are undertaken.
• Investigations
- Following an injury, do a thorough investigation and take measures to prevent
a similar injury happening again. It is important that the investigation is not to
allocate blame, but to identify root causes so a useful solution can be identified
and actioned.
- Conduct systematic audits of all work areas to identify issues before they result in
incidents.
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- Track, record and take action of all near misses, which are often a free lesson in
the importance of prevention.
- When there is a detected rise in injuries, near misses or safety risks,, send Safety
Alerts to all members of an organisation to notify them and provide procedures to
prevent recurrence.
• Establish an Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
- Employee Assistance Programs are services provided by external counsellors to
assist workers to cope with personal or work-related stressors. Make sure that you
consistently remind staff that an EAP is available for use, that it is a confidential
process, and ensure that they understand what it is. Train supervisors to look for
opportunities to refer to the EAP to support a worker or colleague.

WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSULTATION
• Agreed process
- Involve workers in decisions around an effective consultation process and review
this regularly. Implement Health and Safety Representatives, WHS Committees
other agreed arrangements or a combination of these depending on your
workplace and worker requests. Ensure training is provided.
• Meetings
- Include WHS as an agenda item at every meeting. This time can be used to
identify WHS issues or to reinforce or remind workers about safe work practices.
Senior managers and Board members can monitor the success of the WHS
program through this agenda item. Keeping written minutes of these meetings
helps track the management of risks as they arise and provides information for
absentees from meetings.
• Reward positive behaviour in the workplace
- As an organisation, you can establish regular awards to recognise positive
safety behaviours such as:
>

Best practice initiatives that reduce risks, injuries or incidents.
(individual or team)

>

Teams/departments with the most hazards reported and controlled

>

Best use of safe manual handling practices

• Consult, co-operate and co-ordinate with other duty holders
>

Ensure contractor, supplier and lease agreements address WHS
to ensure there is no impact on your workers safety.
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COSTS RELATED TO WORKPLACE
INJURIES
Work related injuries impact organisational costs in a number of ways.
These can include:
i)

A) COST OF
PREMIUMS

Under the current formula, the main factor that can
increase premium costs is weekly compensation to
injured workers not working their pre-injury hours
(Make Up Benefits). The longer an injured worker
is away from the workplace receiving weekly
compensation due to injury or lack of suitable
duties , the more expensive the premiums are.

ii) weekly compensation and provisional weekly
compensation payments are claim costs included
in the premium calculation of experience-rated
employers for a period of three years.
i)

The cost of staff to perform the duties that the
injured worker would otherwise be doing.
The decrease in productivity from a less
experienced worker doing the job.

B) ORGANISATIONAL
COSTS

A loss of productivity in a team or organisation
due to a decrease in morale when a colleague is
injured.
ii) The cost of training the injured worker and the
replacement worker.
iii) Administrative costs, i.e., meetings to do workplace
assessments and development of RTW plans, etc.

C) EXCESSES

D) PENALTY COSTS

When an injury notification is not made to the insurer
within 5 days of the employer becoming aware of the
injury an excess is charged.
If suitable duties are not provided, organisations
can be fined. If notifiable incidents are not reported
immediately, penalties apply.
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‘Challenge Goulburn’ have gone years without any lost time incidents
and attribute this to addressing safety short-falls identified through
good communication systems with staff and support from board
members to deal with WHS issues. There are a range of WHS policies
and procedures with additional manual handling and behaviour
support training provided to staff. - Margaret O’Neill (CEO)
WHAT STRATEGIES CAN I IMPLEMENT TO MINIMISE THE COST OF ANY WORKRELATED INJURIES
1)

Train staff in Injury Management as well as WHS before an injury takes place

•

Most staff do not know injury management protocols until they have an injury and
they are experiencing discomfort. This distracts them from understanding the
procedures that they need to follow.

•

Naturally, a lot of injured workers go to the doctor and ask for time off to recover
from the injury because they do not understand what suitable duties are and how
they can aid recovery.

•

Staff meetings are an excellent opportunity to regularly discuss Injury Management
protocols and address questions that staff have. Reinforce the importance of early
reporting through regular training for employees in incident and injury reporting.
Early reporting ensures early intervention, effective treatment, early resumption of
work and greater likelihood of a return to full duties. Posters can also be displayed.

•

It is well established that injured workers recover more quickly at the workplace
than at home as they retain work contacts and conditioning. Supporting workers to
return to their duties supports healthy workplace morale and culture.

2) When discussing Injury Management protocols with staff, include premiums in the discussion
In this sector, most management staff have an appreciation that funds to provide
services are limited. All staff need to be educated that for every day injured workers
are away from the workplace (Make Up Benefits), it will directly increase the cost of
the organisation’s premiums for the next three years. The money to fund the increased
cost of the premiums comes directly from money that an organisation would otherwise
spend on providing training and other benefits to staff or services to the people that
staff support.
3) Make sure that Supervisors understand workers compensation premiums
Often Supervisors will resist injured workers returning to work due to the risk of them
aggravating the injury, the inability to find suitable duties or the impact on their budget
from having the worker there (and having to pay for an additional casual as well). It is
important that Supervisors understand that suitable duties are a legal obligation, and
that although there may be the additional cost of the casual in the short-term, if the
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worker is away from the workplace, the cost paid to them as Make Up Benefit will
impact the organisation for the next three years.
4) Make sure that staff understand the importance of reporting incidents when they happen
Notifiable incidents must be reported to Safe Work NSW on 13 10 50 to allow for an
investigation inspection and reduce risk of penalties.
If an injury is reported to the insurance company more than five days after the
individual has consulted a doctor and the worker is unfit for work at any time
throughout the claim, the organisation will be charged an “excess.” The excess will
be equivalent to the cost of the first week of Make Up Benefit. As with the premiums,
it is important for staff to understand that the expense of the excess is paid directly
from funds that would otherwise be used to provide services to the people that staff
support. Late reporting can also reduce opportunities for early intervention regarding
the cause of the injury or provision of suitable treatment.
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Tammie Dron- Quality, Risk and WHS Manager from ‘Greenacres’
reports that the ‘Return to work’ culture is efficient and flexible
as employees are always offered alternative roles and workplace
locations based on a task analysis on what workers are able to do
upon their return.
5) Organisations need to report all injuries to the insurance company at the time of the injury,
whether there is lost time or not
As noted above, if the injuries are not reported and the injury becomes a workers
compensation claim, the organisation will be charged an excess. It is a safer practice
for an organisation to send all incident reports pertaining to an injury to the insurer.
A small twinge on one day can be the source of a major back ache a week later. If
the injury is minor and does not require medical attention, it is sent to the insurer and
referred to as a “notification only” (i.e., not intending to be a claim).
6) Request a common Claims Manager from your insurer for all your claims
If you have the same person working with all of your claims, they will build a familiarity
with how the organisation operates and the types of duties that are required to bring
a worker back. This can save you time as you can discuss all claims in one call rather
than several phone calls and organise quick approval of tests etc
7) Attend claims reviews with the insurer
It is important to take the time to ensure that the insurer and yourself are working
together to achieve the same goal. These are very good opportunities to develop new
strategies to resolve claims more quickly. Good communication with your insurer can
help to finalise a claim more quickly as they have strong experience with injuries and
you have strong experience with the workplace. More frequent reviews of your claims
with the insurer can be requested to enable implementation and support for return to
work strategies
8) Identify a preferred medical service
Where possible assist worker to attend your preferred medical service to ensure
efficient service and treatment and knowledge of your work and suitable duties.
9) Attend case conferences with the injured worker from when the worker first has the injury
•

By attending the very first appointment with the worker and the doctor, an
employer can provide reassurance to both parties that the organisation wishes to
support the worker’s safe return to full duties and cares about their wellbeing.

•

The employer can reassure the doctor that suitable duties can be provided to
match the restrictions that the doctor places on the worker to ensure their safety

•  The employer can reassure the doctor that suitable duties can be provided to match    
the restrictions that the doctor places on the worker to ensure their safety in the
the workplace.If need be, they can negotiate directly about what duties are
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The Main issues at ‘Greenacres’ have been slips/trips/falls, however,
their relationship with a local medical provider and their insurer has
helped decrease lost-time as there were only 3 lost-time injuries in
2015. Incident reports are given directly to the Quality, Risk and WHS
manager who then takes initiative and calls the injured worker to
check in with them. If applicable the WHS manager will take them to
receive medical or rehab attention. Due to the healthy relationship
with their insurer hey are able to send and get approval for medical
scans immediately since they are present at the medical examination.
There has been a steady decline in the number of ‘lost time injuries’
at ‘Sunnyfield’ over the last four years which is due to an increased
focus on safety culture. They anticipate a significant decrease in
the 2016 financial year premium helped by early intervention and
constant monitoring by their brokers.
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avaliable. If the employer is not present, this would not take place and the doctor
would most likely certify the worker unfit for duties
•    Generally, the employer would not be present during any medical assessment but
they have the right to discuss work fitness with the doctor and worker present.
•

Training managers and supervisors in injury management and return to work
procedures ensures workers are supported appropriately throughout the
rehabilitation process and provide comprehensive information to medical
providers.

10) Request a Rehab Provider to assist with the claim
From 30 June 2015, the cost of rehabilitation providers does not impact your premium.
As a result, employers can request that a Rehab Provider be called in to assist with
a claim from the beginning with no cost to the employer or impact on their claim.
Rehab Providers are allied health professionals (e.g., physiotherapists, occupational
therapists, psychologists, exercise physiologists) that are trained to consult with GPs
about the best forms of treatment to aid recovery. They will do workplace assessments
and assist with identifying suitable duties so that an injured worker can safely Recover
At Work.
11) When using a Rehab Provider, request the same individual to work with all of your claims
Working with a common Rehab Provider can get faster results because they are
already familiar with your organisation and the duties that the injured worker needs to
12) Address specific issues with creative solutions
Even if a worker is certified to be unfit for work, look into the specific reasons so that
you can address them practically. Always look for creative solutions to bring them
back into the workplace. For example, if they are unfit because they cannot drive, see
if there is a work colleague that can drive. Always consider the risk of any options,
but remember that every day away from the workplace affects premiums for the next
three years. Consider the possibility of placing them at a different site or even different
workplace for the initial return to work to maintain work fitness etc and decrease the
risk of developing secondary psychological issues due to absence from the workplace.
13) If a worker is unfit to attend work due to an injury, call them regularly to check how they are
A worker will try to return to a workplace more quickly if they feel that the workplace
“wants” them back. While you may be at work keeping the workplace going, the
worker is at home feeling the pain of the injury and very aware of the amount of
contact that they receive from the workplace. A “get well” card from the people that
they support can make a very big difference as well. Ensuring your employee receives
the same regular staff communications everyone at work receives will also assist with
them staying connected to their work family.
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14) Ensure that workers are aware of EAP programs
Claims can often be lengthened and made more costly when a worker with a physical
claim develops secondary psychological symptoms due to the psychological impact of
the claim. Identify the need for support early and suggest that the worker makes use
of EAP support to prevent the issue from becoming psychological. Prevention is better
than cure—encourage staff to make full use of the program if they have a concern that
needs addressing.
15) Keep all parties focussed on the goal of returning to capacity to perform Pre-Injury Duties
The closure point for a claim can be prolonged when GPs (and workers) do not allow
a claim to close until the injured worker is completely “cured” of the injury. Workers
compensation is based on returning the worker to the capacity to perform their preinjury duties, even if they are not completely pain-free at that point. It is important to
establish this expectation from the beginning.
16) If the worker is seriously injured and unable to resume work with your organisation, act early
As soon as it is obvious that the worker is unable to resume work with your
organisation as a result of a work related injury, discuss actions with the insurer. These
might include retraining/redeployment inside or outside of your organisation. Early
identification of work capacity and transferrable skills can help to transition the worker
to alternate employment and minimise permanent disability.
17) Recoveries
From the beginning of each claim, ask the claims manager whether this is a claim that
recovery costs can be sought. Recovery costs refers to the amount of money that
insurance companies can seek from a third party who is deemed to have caused the
injury, e.g., car, property or equipment owner.
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FURTHER INFORMATION
If you require further information about measures that can help to reduce your Workers
Compensation Premiums then the following may be of assistance:

ORGANISATION

PHONE

WEBSITE

Insurance
and Care NSW
(previously WorkCover)

13 44 22

State Insurance
Regulatory Authority
(previously WorkCover)

13 10 50

SafeWork NSW

13 10 50

www.safework.nsw.gov.au

Allianz

13 1000

www.allianz.com.au/business/
workers-compensation

CGU

13 2481

www.cgu.com.au/insurance/business/
workers-compensation

EML

8251 9000

www.employersmutual.com.au/
workers-compensation

GIO

1800 209
072

www.gio.com.au/
WorkersCompensation

QBE

133 723

www.qbe.com.au/business/
insurance-for-businesses

www.icare.nsw.gov.au
www.workcover.nsw.gov.au
www.sira.nsw.gov.au
www.workcover.nsw.gov.au
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APPENDIX A

DISABILITY SERVICES INDUSTRY
CLASSIFICATIONS
Employers are classified according to the primary activity of the business. icare NSW
do not consider support services such as clerical, sales, marketing etc to be separate
activities but incidental to the primary business activities. One organisation can
operate separate businesses, however each business must be ‘separate and distinct’
i.e. it operates independently of the others and could continue to operate if the other
business activities cease to exist. Ensure you select the Primary activity number that
best classifies your main business activity. Consult with a broker or icare NSW about
how to best classify your business.
SERVICE
TYPE

Australian
Disability
Enterprises

PRIMARY
ACTIVITY OF
EMPLOYER

Employment
of people with
disabilities
in supported
employment

WIC
CLASSIFICATION

Various depending on
work undertaken such
as:

PRIMARY
ACTIVITY
NUMBER
Unchanged

COMMENTS

One organisation can
operate a number of distinct
businesses

952510
Gardening services
232920
Other wood product
manufacturing

Employment
Services

Early
intervention

Support people
786100
786100004
with disabilities to
employment placement
obtain and maintain services
open employment

Provide therapy
services in facility
or client’s home or
some pre-school
special education
services

869300
other health services
841000
Pre-schools and
kindergartens
842400
Special school
education

863900018 Probablyclassified differently
depending
863900021 on primary services
842400001
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SERVICE
TYPE

Case
Management

Management

Residential
care services

PRIMARY
ACTIVITY OF
EMPLOYER

WIC
CLASSIFICATION

Assist client to obtain
necessary services and
monitor same

872920
non-residential care
services

872920011

Team leaders, frontline
managers who do
everything from client
assessment, rostering,
supervision and
complaint handling

785400

785500012

Corporate Head Office
Administration

Group home services or 872200
supported
residential care services
accommodation
872910
home care services

Respite services Overnight respite
Day respite

872200
residential care services
872910
home care services

Community
access/social
participation

PRIMARY
ACTIVITY
NUMBER

Lifestyle education and
recreational services

842400
special school education
872920
non-residential care
844020
other education
and training

872200001
872910001

872200007
872910002

872920002
844020999
842400001

COMMENTS

Only applicable for
head office function of
national organisation
otherwise should
be classified under
primary business
activity and not
separated out.

Staff sleep in
some supported
accommodation
settings.

Classification depends
on where the respite
care is provided.
No differentiation
between day or
overnight respite.

Education in
lifestyle, social skills,
interpersonal skills
can be classified
under 844020
Other Education
and Training nec
(according to icare
NSW advice)
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SERVICE
TYPE

PRIMARY
ACTIVITY OF
EMPLOYER

WIC
CLASSIFICATION

PRIMARY
ACTIVITY
NUMBER

872910001

Personal and domestic
duties in client’s home
but includes escort to
doctor apt or shopping
activities with client

872910
home care services

Community
transport

transport of clients
to appointments or
shopping etc.

872920
non-residential
care services

872920008

Meals on
Wheels

Preparation and
872920
delivery of meals
non-residential
mainly to elderly people care services
in own home

872920017

Home
modification
Services

Undertake repairs and
modifications to client’s
homes

Home care
services

872920008

872920
non-residential care
services

411100
house construction

411100007

COMMENTS

If the main activity is
personal care homebased services use
872910 but if main
activities are domestic
duties can fall under
other WICS such
as house cleaning
service

Only relevant if
primary activity of
service.
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Cause of Injury%

Other
Behaviour of client
Involuntary movement of client
Superficial if not caused by above
Own vehicle accident
Work vehicle accident
Contact with animal/insect
Hand-held tools
Electric shock
Hot surface/sun exposure

2016
2015

Strike/struck by equipment

2014
2013

Entrapment in equipment

2012

Biological agency
Haz substance/material
Workload/organisation
Bullying/harrassment
Slip/trip/fall - outdoors
Slip/trip/fall - indoors
Workplace violence
Static or repetitive usage
Lift/bend/carry person
Lift/bend/carry object

2016
2015
2014

2016

2013

2015

2012

2014
2013
2012
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WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY SHORTCUTS
TO LEGISLATION
Legistlation:
• Work Health and Safety Act:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/SWA/about/Publications/
Documents/598/Model-WHS-Act-21March2016.docx
•

Work Health and Safety Regulations:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/SWA/about/Publications/
Documents/616/Model-WHS-Regulations-21March2016.docx

Codes of practice:
•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on How to manage work health and safety
risks:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
manage-whs-risks-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Hazardous Manual Tasks:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
hazardous-manual-tasks-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Managing Risk of falls at the
workplace:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
managing-risk-falls-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Labelling Workplace Hazardous
Substances:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
labelling-hazardous-chemicals-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Preparation of Safe Data Sheets for
hazardous chemicals:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
safety-data-sheets-hazardous-chemicals-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Hazardous
Chemicals in the Workplace:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
managing-risks-of-hazardous-chemicals-in-the-workplace

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Plant:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
managing-the-risks-of-plant-in-the-workplace
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•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Managing Electrical Risks in the
workplace:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
managing-electrical-risks-in-the-workplace

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Preparation of Safe Data Sheets for
hazardous chemicals:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
safety-data-sheets-hazardous-chemicals-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Hazardous
Chemicals in the Workplace:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
managing-risks-of-hazardous-chemicals-in-the-workplace

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on How to manage work health and
safety risks:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
manage-whs-risks-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Confined spaces:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
confined-spaces-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Managing noise and preventing
hearing loss at work:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
managing-noise-preventing-hearing-loss-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Managing the Work Environment and
Facilities:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
environment-facilities-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on Work Health and Safety Consultation,
Cooperation and Coordination:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
consultation-cooperation-coordination-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on how to safely remove asbestos:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/
safely-remove-asbestos-cop

•

Safe Work Australia Code of Practice on First Aid:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/firstaid-in-the-workplace
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Safe Work Australia Guides:
•

Guide to Model WHS Act

•

Guide to WHS Regulation

•

Guide to Determining What is Reasonably Practicable

•

Classification of Hazardous Chemicals

•

Workplace Bullying

•

Workplace Bullying – a workers guide

•

Managing Fatigue in the workplace

•

Managing Fatigue – a workers guide

•

Worker Representation and Participation Guide

Safe Work Australia Factsheets:
•

First aider

•

Emergency Plans

•

Electrical Risks

•

Incident notification

•

Labour Hire

•

Preventing Psychological injury

•

Managing risks to health and safety

•

Slips and trips

•

Volunteer resource kit
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EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS IN DISABILITY
SERVICES THAT REQUIRE MAINTENANCE
PROGRAMS
Note: this table generally refers to external inspection tests and not the daily
checks that staff should be undertaking.
GROUP HOUSES:
EQUIPMENT

REQUIRED INSPECTION/MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY
MONTHLY

QUARTERLY

6 MONTHLY

YEARLY

1. Height adjustable
beds

Yes

2. Water chairs

Yes

3. Hoist

Yes

4. Sling(s)

Staff
visual

5. Other MH
equipment

Staff
visual

6. First aid kits

Yes
Yes

Yes

7. Thermostatic
mixer valves bathroom

Yes

8. Residual
current device

Yes

9. Fire extinguisher

Yes

10. Fire blanket

Yes

11. Exit signs

Yes

Yes
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EQUIPMENT

MONTHLY

QUARTERLY

6 MONTHLY

YEARLY

12. Laundry
appliances temp ect.

Staff test

Yes

13. Kitchen
appliances temp ect.

Staff test

Yes

14. Vehicle with
wheelchair
platform/Hoist
15. Duress alarms

Yes

Yes

16. Smoke alarms
17. Fire Indicator
Panels
(if installed
Class 3 or 9
Series buildings)
18. Sprinkler
systems
(if installed
Class 3 or 9
Series buildings)

Yes

Yes

Yes

19. Test and tag of
electrical
equipment
20. Emergency
lighting (where
installed)

Yes

Yes
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WHS Management System
Disability Services
Minimum Standards
1. WHS Policy Statement
2. WHS Consultation System and documentation and use of same
3. Risk Management Policies and Procedures
Planned Hazard ID
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workplace inspection – own or host employer,
Home Inspection
Venue inspection
Client risk assessment
Activity risk assessment
Review of injury statistics and trend analysis

Incidental hazard ID
•
•
•

Hazard Report form
Incident Report form
Incident investigation

Hazard control procedures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behaviour management plans
Manual handling plans
Care plans
First aid
Hazard and incident notification
Emergency Procedures - own premises and external premises
Communication.security procedures
Safe work procedures
Competency assessments
Risk Register
Staffing/supervision ratios
Training- induction, ongoing and task specific
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plant safety
Provision of suitable equipment
Provision of PPE
Maintenance procedures and schedules
Contractor Management procedures
Purchasing procedures
Hazardous substances procedures
Electrical safety
Vehicle safety
Working at heights
Volunteer management

4. Document Control and Records Management
5. Injury Management and Workers Compensation
•
•
•
•
•

If you are Injured poster displayed
Trained RTW Coordinator (medium to large orgs)
Workers compensation policy
RTW Program documented and explained to workers
Early intervention and provision of suitable duties
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